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The European Landscape Convention (ELC) seeks to further strengthen the protection, management
and planning of Europe’s landscapes. The implementation of pan-European Natura 2000 network
intends preserving not just species, but also habitats and the whole environment. The planning and
implementation of management activities for both could be done simultaneously, targeting objectives
of landscape as well habitat protection.
Model landscapes in Vooremaa, Karula national parks and Agusalu nature reserve etc were assessed
by merits of implementation of ELC and Natura 2000. Test areas represent different landscape types,
habitats and local circumstances. Mapping exercise seeking overlapping and frictions between target
layers was based on Natura 2000 layers, nature reserve data, basic map, soil map, landscape units,
green network layers and general plans.
As a rule, the borders of nature reserve follow landscape features, in particular in case of linear objects. In
some cases, the lineation interrupts landscape units despite similar habitats. The fuzzy borders exist in case
of non-linear reserve objects. Also, confronting lineation of landscape and habitat protection areas appears
compared to green network and general plans. Environmental Impact Assessment and Strategic
Environmental Assessment are key mechanisms which require the incorporation of clear landscape and
habitat objectives.
Complex processes in landscapes are not yet systematically linked to habitats due to different spatial,
operational and methodological bases. Approaches of landscape management need to be covered by
management plans of protection areas in a more comprehensive way. Also, spatial scale and
typologies of landscapes and habitats should be harmonized for setting the highest standards in
landscape planning and management.
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